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in the same year, square enix announced a new final fantasy vii project, the final
fantasy vii remake, with a teaser trailer revealing a new world with "new battle
system" and "new graphics." this news was enough to fuel the rumors that final

fantasy vii is being remade. to our surprise, what little information was released about
the final fantasy vii remake version 1.01 patch has led to some controversy. the patch
notes contained a line of text stating that they were a "pc-only patch" and would be

released together with the steam version. a quick trip to steam revealed that the patch
was also on the store page. the line of text has been removed and is likely to be a
placeholder of some sort that was just mistakenly included, although it remains

curious why the patch only targeted the pc. we were not given any comment on the
matter by square enix at this time. it's possible, as some have theorized, that the

patch is simply a placeholder until a future patch that will include the ps5
compatibility. more likely is that it will be used to prepare the game for the pc release,
but we'll have to wait until the patch is officially released to know for sure. well, it was
inevitable and we are finally here. final fantasy vii remake is coming to the steam store
on may 20th. pre-orders for the pc version start on that day. the game has now been

available for a while on the steam store and even on the xbox store, but now the store
has been updated with some information about it. when the plan was put in place, the

first thing kitase asked was what the team wants to do with the game. the
development team agreed that they would like to make a realistic remake of final
fantasy vii in a world where final fantasy is a major player, with the setting being
mostly developed by the team. this was also the first time a final fantasy team

consisted of the four members that would be leading the game's development, so they
decided to get on with it and make a realistic final fantasy vii remake.
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